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Autobiography
   Aaryn Goldberg is a second year grad student studying Visual

Development with a primary focus in Character Design. She is
a born and bred California girl from Burbank who grew up on
cereal and Saturday morning cartoons. One of her favorite
hobbies as a kid included dragging her parents to the theaters to
see animated features. And when she wasn’t doing this, she was
either studying, reading, running around the playground, or
doodling. Inspired by other artists, friends, and her own crazy
imagination, she was already beginning to design her own
characters and stories. Although she was passionate about both
art and animation, it wasn’t until high school, when her mother
suggested she pursue a career in animation, that she knew she
wanted to be a part of the industry. Since then, she has
dedicated her time and energy to learning about the art, process,
and history of animation. After graduating high school, she
attended the University of California - Santa Cruz to further her
studies in both Art and Film + Digital Media. Additionally, she
collaborated with several other passionate artists and helped to
co-found the SC Animation Club. Ultimately, her desire to
further develop her skills led her right to AAU, where she hopes
to continue growing both as an artist and individual. She knows
there will always be more to learn and more challenges to face,
but she wouldn’t have it any other way.



Résumé
 



Abstract

   The idea for Hare Today, Goon Tomorrow stemmed from a portfolio drawing I did for
AAU when first applying. I was just doodling for fun, not entirely sure where I was
going with the illustration when suddenly, almost on its own, a story took shape. Loosely
based on the children’s folk song “Little Bunny Foo Foo,” this animated TV show
concept explores the paranormal adventures of protagonists Riley and Phoebe (Frou
Frou) as they seek out and return escaped creatures back to their home in “The Nethers.”
Accompanied by friends and mentors along the way, our protagonists must work
together to face their own personal demons and save the town from the evil doings of the
rather wicked Good Fairy.

   Inspired by shows such as Disney’s Gravity Falls and Cartoon Network’s Over the Garden
Wall, this series is a dark, magical, modern take on classical and contemporary folk tales.
While Hare Today, Goon Tomorrow will hopefully appeal to all ages, it is targeted
towards a younger demographic of kids ages 6-12. The aim of this show is to join the
ranks of popular animated series on channels such as Disney, Nickelodeon, and Cartoon
Network, among others.

   

 



Proposal

Main Characters
– Riley (soft-spoken 10-year-old)

– Phoebe (sassy 12-year-old)

– The Good Fairy (main antagonist)

 

Secondary Characters
– Britta (Phoebe’s great aunt)

– Nikki (Riley’s classmate and ally)

– Stanley (Riley’s older brother)

– Sharon (Gatekeeper to the Nethers)

– Hellhound and Goons (minions)

– Various Monsters and Creatures

– Bunnions

 

Props
– Spellbook

– Brooms

– Britta’s Staff

– Sharon’s Scythe

– Vacuum Packs

– Various Decor

Environment and Layout
– Somerton

• Town

• Forest

– Somerton Middle School

– Riley’s House

– Britta’s Abode

– The Nethers (a.k.a. The Underworld)

 
 

Cinematic Moments
– Stealing the Spellbook

– Incantation

– Benjamin the Dust Bunny

– The Bother with Bunnions

– Bad News Bunnions

– Busted



Series Backstory
   This dark fantasy animated TV pilot begins when Riley Simmons, a soft-spoken, imaginative ten-year-

old, moves to a new neighborhood with his older brother, Stanley. Having always been quieter than
the other kids back home, he often felt lonely and left out. So, with the prospects of a fresh start,
Riley hopes he can adjust to his new middle school and finally fit in. That should be easy in a small
town full of paranormal activity –  right?

   Soon enough, Riley begins to notice creatures lurking about the shadows, and his plans for normality go
awry when he helps a seemingly harmless snowshoe hare and stumbles across a secret key in the
form of a necklace charm.

   It’s not long before the rabbit discovers the trinket missing and attempts to reclaim the key from Riley’s
possession. However, in doing so, she reveals her true nature. As it turns out, Riley’s  elusive furry
friend is actually Phoebe Hopkins, (or Frou Frou as she comes to be called), a tough, sassy twelve-
year-old girl cursed by the “Good Fairy” to take the form of a bunny every day when the sun rises.

   Phoebe just wants the key back. But Riley, curious to know more about the paranormal happenings
around town, inadvertently activates the charm and opens a portal to “ the Nethers.”

   Now it is up to the two kids to fix Riley’s mistake and put the worlds back in order before anything, or
anyone, can escape from the Underworld.

   But the Good Fairy, her Hellhound, and her crew of field mice “Goons” have been watching from the
shadows, and will do whatever it takes to steal the charm and keep the portal open.

   With the help of a few friends and mentors, Riley and Phoebe must work together to return the creatures
back home and find a way to close the portal before the Good Fairy can enact her plans of revenge on
the town.

 



The Curious Curse of Benjamin Bunnion
   Deep in the Underworld, Riley and his cursed bunny companion, Phoebe, run to escape from Sharon,

the Gatekeeper and Grim Reaper-esque antihero. The two kids have just stolen a spellbook and are on
their way back to the aboveground “real world.”

   After the kids return, they are eager to to try out the spellbook. Unfortunately, Riley is stuck at home
doing chores, inspiring Phoebe to use a spell right then and there to have Riley’s chores do
themselves. However, in doing so the two accidentally release a curse, and the very next morning
Riley discovers a living dust bunny under his bed.

   Believing the little “bunnion” to be harmless, Riley decides to keep it, ultimately feeding it and naming
it Benjamin. However, it doesn’t take long for the furry creature to literally burp up another little
bunnion…and another…and another…until very soon the kids are faced with an infestation and are
forced to find ways to capture and contain the cursed dust bunnies. And though oddly adorable at
first, when these bunnions get hungry, they get extremely cranky.

   As the situation grows increasingly out of hand and the entire town is now at risk of being overrun with
hungry bunnions, Riley and Phoebe channel their inner “Ghost Busters,” creating makeshift vacuum
backpacks and traps to suck up the creatures in a final face-off. However, the hungry bunnion horde
keeps growing and soon begins to overtake the protagonists.

   Sharon finally emerges from the Underworld and steps in to un-curse the bunnions, returning them back
to their former, lifeless dust bunny state. In the end, she swaps a couple of brooms for her spellbook,
letting the kids clean up their dusty mess.

 



Character Development - 
Main Characters

 
 



Riley Simmons - Reference
 
 
 



Riley Simmons
A soft-spoken and wildly imaginative ten-year-old

 
 



Phoebe (Frou Frou) Hopkins - Reference
 
 
 



Phoebe (Frou Frou) Hopkins
A tough, sassy twelve-year-old with a rather strange curse

 



Phoebe (Frou Frou) Hopkins
A tough, sassy twelve-year-old with a rather strange curse

 



The Good Fairy - Reference
 
 
 



The Good Fairy
The main antagonist

 
 

 

 
 



Character Development - 
Secondary Characters

 
 



Britta Cunningham - Reference
 
 
 

 



Britta Cunningham
The local cunning woman and Phoebe’s great aunt

 
 

 



Nikki Watts - Reference
 
 
 

 



Nikki Watts
A quirky inventor and Riley’s classmate

 
 

 



Stanley Simmons - Reference
 
 
 

 



Stanley Simmons
Riley’s older brother

 
 

 



Sharon - Reference
 
 
 

 



Sharon
The Gatekeeper of “the Nethers.”

 
 

 



Hellhound and Goons - Reference
 
 
 

 



Hellhound and Goons
Minions of the Good Fairy

 
 

 



Various Creatures from “the Nethers”
       - Reference 

 
 

 



Various Creatures from “the Nethers”
Creatures from the Underworld - some scary and some misunderstood

 
 



Bunnions
When dust bunnies come to life…

 
 



Character Line-Up
 
 
 



Props - Reference



Props



Props



Environment and Layout

 
 
 
 
 

 



Somerton - Reference

 
 



Somerton - Town

 
 



Somerton - Forest

 
 



Somerton Middle School - Reference

 
 



Somerton Middle School

 
 



Riley’s House/Room - Reference

 
 



Riley’s House/Room

 
 



Britta’s Abode - Reference



Britta’s Abode



The Nethers - Reference

 
 

 
 



The Nethers

 
 

 
 



Story Beats - Thumbnails



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
Stealing the Spellbook

 
 



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
Incantation

 
 



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
Benjamin the Dust Bunny

 
 



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
The Bother with Bunnions

 
 



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
Bad News Bunnions

 
 



Story Beats - Cinematic Moments
Busted

 
 



Logo Design

 
 
 



Asset Planners

 
 
 



Asset Planners

 
 
 



Gantt Chart

 
 
 



 
 

Portfolio



Color Theory, Fall 2013



Character Design, Fall 2014



Perspective, Spring 2014



Perspective, Spring 2014



Layout, Fall 2014



Character Design, Fall 2014



Layout, Fall 2014



Clothed Figure Drawing, Spring 2014



Clothed Figure Drawing, Spring 2014



Figurative Concepts, Fall 2013



Color Theory, Fall 2013



Figurative Concepts, Fall 2013



Storyboarding, Summer 2014



Storyboarding, Summer 2014



Classes

Classes Taken:
   Fall 2013

       - ANM 610 - Figurative Concepts

       - FA 630 - Color Theory

       - GLA 621 - History of Character Animation

   Spring 2014

       - ILL 625 - Perspective

       - ILL 610 - Clothed Figure Drawing

       - GLA 617 - Mythology

   Summer 2014

       - ANM 685 - Storyboarding

       - GLA 714 - Acting

   Fall 2014

       - ANM 633 - Character Design

       - ANM 605 - Layout Design for Animators

       - VIS 670 - Pre-Production

   Spring 2015

       - VIS 611 - Visual Elements of Story

       - FA 602 - Head Drawing

       - ILL 660 - Digital Painting

Class Plan in Future:
- FA 605 - Landscape Painting

- GLA 679 - Professional Practices

- ILL 639 - Creature Design

- ILL 633 - Digital Illustration

- ANM 609 - Gesture and Quick Sketch for Animators

- ANM 691 - Advanced Storyboarding

- GLA 613 - History of 20th Century Fashion Arts

- VIS 499 - Special Topics

- VIS 801 - Group Directed Study
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